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 When he arrives at the match, he comes face to face with Apollo Creed, who immediately challenges Rocky to a fight, while
his family members taunt him. Rocky accepts the fight and wins, giving him the chance to face the Champ at an upcoming title
fight. In "The Soul of Rocky", Rocky fights Apollo Creed in a rematch. During the match, Apollo breaks one of his hands after
he hits Rocky with a sucker punch, thereby losing his right. When Rocky wins and retakes the belt, he receives a check for the
IBC from Don King. King then demands a rematch with Creed, which Rocky agrees to. In the rematch, Apollo finally knocks

Rocky down with a single punch and wins the fight by a knockout. In "Cautious Step", Rocky is the manager of an injured
fighter named Tony Petronelli. The fighter is attempting to get revenge on his wife's boyfriend by competing in a cage match, to
which the girlfriend wants to enter herself. Tony's wife enters as a "replacement" for him, and the girlfriend, feeling loyal to her

boyfriend, threatens to have Tony's wife thrown in prison if she refuses to win. Rocky enters the fight as a replacement for
Tony. During the fight, Rocky is involved in a heated confrontation with the girlfriend's boyfriend, resulting in Tony being

knocked out. In order to avoid prison, the girlfriend's boyfriend decides to withdraw from the fight. In "All the Way Home",
Rocky is the manager of Mike Ward, a former heavyweight champion boxer who is in trouble with a loan shark and lives in a

seedy neighborhood. Rocky and his family were torn apart when his daughter, who left home with Mike, was kidnapped. When
Rocky pays the debt, he then offers Mike a chance to get his daughter back. While doing so, they encounter the loan shark, who
tries to extort them. However, Rocky is able to escape him. In "Guaranteed Shot", Rocky is the manager of Apollo Creed's son,
Robert. Robert, who is a child with similar physical abilities to Apollo, begins to believe he is the true successor to the family's
legacy, and vows to become a boxer to prove his claim. One day, he meets Rocky and they start a friendship. However, when
Robert learns of Robert's relationship with a woman named Janet, he orders her to leave. Janet's child, Adrian, who is Apollo
Creed's grandson, comes to Robert's home and sees Rocky and Janet kissing, resulting in an argument between 82157476af
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